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Honeymoon holiday is special for every newlywed couples. It is not only a holidays but one of the
most precious moments of lifetime that comes just once in a lifetime. So after the wedding
ceremony gets over, both the individual starts looking for a honeymoon destinations and planning
honeymoon holidays to make this once in a lifetime event an experience that both of them will love
to write it with the inks of Gold.

Well if you are looking for a honeymoon holidays that can truly make your dream holidays filled with
golden moments and memories, Kerala is the ideal gateway that you cannot afford to miss and to
visit. Gifted with such a wonderful sightseeing spots and destinations the land of scenic
wonderments and sightseeing spots, Kerala offers incredible options to enjoy cherished moments
sharing the sweet moments of lifetime.

Kerala has several scintillating sightseeing spots that make the tours and travels especially
honeymoon holidays exquisitely beautiful and memorable. Some of the scintillating sightseeing
spots to visit in Kerala during honeymoon tours are Munnar, Kovalam, Periyar, Trivandrum, Cochin
and Kumarakom. These are the few tourist places in Kerala that are highly preferred as well as
included in almost all the Kerala tours packages.

Well thought its every difficult to describe the exquisite charm and beauty of these scenic
wonderments with words, still for the benefit of the honeymooners a brief introduction about these
important tourist places are as follows:

Kerala has so many exciting tourist places and all are incredibly beautiful and tempting. Among all,
Munnar in Kerala is the most sought after honeymoon destination. It is amazingly gifted by the
nature and has exquisite range of scintillating sightseeing spots that engulfs the heart of the visitors.
Some of the scintillating sightseeing spots that will surely excite the heart of the honeymooners are
Devikulam, Mattupetty Lake and Dam, Eravikulam National Park, Heart Lock Lake, Sprawling Tea
Gardens, Coffee Plantations, etc.

More of all the rejuvenating greenery and the pleasant cool climatic conditions make Munnar an
ideal gateway to escape for honeymoon tours.

Apart from Munnar, Kovalam the finest beach resort in the world is also one of the most sought after
honeymoon destination in Kerala. Dotted magnificently by the swaying coconut trees and dazzling
silver sands with exotic restaurants and hotels all round, Kovalam make it to the top of the list of
Kerala honeymoon tours.

Kovalam is mostly famous for beach honeymoon and the exquisite surrounding with safe water all
around, Kovalam offer newlywed couples to enjoy every moment with sheer happiness and joy.
Enjoy exciting water sports and activities as well as laze in the pleasant sun under the cool shade of
the palm trees and share romantic talks or you can also go for a beach walk holding hands in
hands. Truly speaking Kovalam is the perfect place to enjoy beach honeymoon holidays.

So book the tailor made Kerala package tours and enjoy remarkable vacation in the lap of Mother
Nature. Come to Kerala and write the romantic love story staying in the refreshing natural
surroundings. 
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